Temporary & Permanent Modular Buildings

Vesta Modular provides high quality temporary and permanent modular buildings well-suited to meet the needs of education.

From classroom buildings and offices to healthcare facilities, industrial buildings, and quick-serve restaurants, Vesta Modular delivers a comprehensive range of product and services. Vesta Modular’s dedicated team helps ensure your project is completed on time, on budget, on site, and on task.

Contract Highlights:

- Lease and/or purchase of equipment and installation included in contract
- Consultation, design, and construction services available on a cost-plus basis
- Dedicated Vesta Modular’s team supports each project from start to finish

This regional contract is available in the following states:
AL, GA, IL, IN, IA, KS, KY, MI, MN, MS, MO, NE, NC, ND, OH, OK, PA, SC, SD, TN, WV, WI.

A variety of floor plans and customizable options ensure that your relocatable learning environments not only meet or exceed all applicable state building codes, but also satisfy demanding educational requirements.

For more information, visit our website at [www.eandi.org/contracts/vesta-modular/](http://www.eandi.org/contracts/vesta-modular/) or contact David Manz, Business Development Manager, Facilities, at dmanz@eandi.org.
**Contract Details**

**Getting Started:** Complete this Letter of Participation to begin.

Use our EZ Button to sign up for multiple E&I contracts at the same time. You must be registered and logged in to E&I’s website to access the EZ Button.

**Effective Dates:** 11.1.2020 – 10.31.2025 | One 5-year renewal

**Prices/Discounts:** Visit [www.eandi.org/contracts/vesta-modular](http://www.eandi.org/contracts/vesta-modular) for pricing and discount details.

**Payment Terms:** Net 30 days or per state statute

**Minimum Order:** None

**Credit Cards Accepted:** None

**Place Orders With:** Contact Andrea Brandt, Product Manager at IMS  
P: 248.876.4812 | E: abrand@vestamodular.com

**Shipping Terms:** As per the Member Specific Agreement between the member and the supplier

**Delivery Terms:** FOB Destination, pre-paid and added

**Installation Terms:** Visit [www.eandi.org/contracts/vesta-modular](http://www.eandi.org/contracts/vesta-modular) for installation details.

**Warranty:** One (1) year warranty from the date of delivery to include parts, labor & travel. Certain components of the building (roofing, HVAC systems, etc.) have longer warranties that will be passed on to the member.

**Claims:** Vesta Modular will conduct a joint inspection of modular building units with the member on arrival and prior to turnover to inspect for damage. Claims made by the member can be made at time of delivery, the time of turnover, or subsequently during the lease warranty period.

**Return Policy:** No returns allowed based on the customization of the product

**Request Literature:** Contact David Manz, Business Development Manager, Facilities  
P: 123.456.7890 | E: dmanz@eandi.org

**Federal ID Number:** 36-4282472

**RFP Number:** Competitive Solicitation RFP #683521

**Contract Number:** CNR-01524

*Note: All E&I contract-related information and documentation is provided exclusively for the use of E&I members and shall not be distributed and/or shared outside of E&I’s membership. Doing so is detrimental to the Cooperative and its members, as it impacts E&I’s ability to negotiate and maintain competitive agreements.*